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Digital Voice Audio Recorder  

- Voice Activated Recorder  

✅【Digital Audio Recorder Voice Activated】one time charge support 15 hours.   

✅Perfect small recording device for lectures, college class, speeches. 

Click 【Add to Cart】below. Buy it NOW 

 https://www.amazon.com/Digital-Voice-Audio-Recorder-

Dictaphone/dp/B07KG386QG 

 

 

✅ LONG RECORDING TIME - this digital audio Recorder voice activated one time full charge (3 

hours) support 15 hours continuous recording, Perfect small recording device for lectures, college 

class, speeches, interviews or meetings. Measuring only 2.76inch* 0.8inch - 0.31 inch and 

weighting only 0.44 ounces, Digital Recorder is smaller than Recording Pen.  
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✅ SUPERIOR RECORDING QUALITY - The Mini Voice Recorder records at 128kbps, microphone 

captures clean audio clearly. Mini voice recorder do not flash LED during recording which makes it 

a perfect Small Recording Device. Choose this best portable recorder. Hand-Held Digital voice 

recorder 
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✅ 2 IN 1 VOICE RECORDER & 8GB USB DISK - you can also recharge the small recording device 

directly from your computer USB port. This Mini Recorder can also be used as a USB memory flash 

drive with 8GB of memory, being able to store up to 150 hours of Sound recordings. NOTE: 

Download VLC Player under IOS to play WAV file. 
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✅ Digital Voice Recorders support one switch and sound activated to start recording and saving 

that help you catch the speaker's point in lectures, meetings, speeches easy and quickly. SMALL 

GADGET BIG POWER. Automatically save recording files before the reocrder battery run out. 

Store WAV file on USB flash drive - playback through the computer: Connect the Tiny USB Reocrder 

to the Computer. Upload the Recording files and playback in your Computer - Recording is in 

standard WAV format 
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●Appearance and Buttons :                                                                                                                        

          

 

     

  

1. Turn on/off button 

2. Indicative light 

3. Reset hole 

 

● Instructions: 

◆ One button recording 

   Push the power button to “ON” position, the indicative light becomes red, then 

flashes twice and goes out, the recorder starts recording.  

◆ Stop recording 

When recording, push the button to “OFF” position or connect it to the computer, 

the red light flashes and then goes out , it stops and save the recording files. 

◆ Playback 

Connect the USB disk recorder to the computer (no need CD driver), upload the 

recording files and playback in your computer.    

◆ Charging 

Connect the USB interface to computer or other device, when the red light twinkles, 

it’s charging. When full charged, the indicative light becomes red. It can continue 

recording around 15 hours once fully recharged.      

(NOTE: If the indicative light become red twinkles during recording, which means 

the power is low, please stop recording and charging in time.)   
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◆Sync Time：Execute the SetDigitRecorderTm.exe under Windows to sync time. Not 

support MacOS 

 

 

◆ Voice activated  :If there is sound, it will be recorded, and if there is no sound, 

it will be paused; if it is not turned off, it will automatically save and shut down 

until the power is exhausted! 

● Technical Specifications: 

Specifications 

Size：70mm×21mm×9.4mm Weight： 13g 

Power supply：3.7V  110mAh   ( lasting about 15 hours when full charged ) 

Recording format：WAV 

Recording bit rate：128 K bps 

Recording time  

128K bps 

8GB：about 150hours 

Support system: Windows2000/XP/vista/7 

Flash Memory: 8G(Please select FAT32 system when formating the recorder)  

 

● Precautions: 
   Pease read the instruction manual carefully before operation. 

   1. Please keep the voice recorder away from the place of dust, wet and high 

temperature. 

   2. Please avoid strong vibration or shocks when using the recorder. 

   3. Please backup important recordings to avoid the risk of data missing caused by 

misuse or broken down. 

    4. We are not responsible for the recording failures which caused by misuse or 

damage. 

   5. Please press reset hole, then it can be recover when it is dead. 

   6. If there’s any quality problem, please contact us or our local distributor. Please 

don’t disassemble or replace the internal parts by yourself. Please backup the files 

before sending to repair; we are not responsible for the lost of data caused by repair 

or other reasons. 

 7. We are not responsible for the user’s recording without other’s approval.  

    8. We endeavor to ensure the manual’s integrity. For technical and other reasons, 

if the contents do not match, the recorder shall prevail. We reserve the right to modify 

the design and specifications. 
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FAQ: 
Question: Do you have to hook USB recorder to a pc to listen to the recordings? I want to use it 

for a shopping. 

Answer: Yes,You can hook USB recorder to a PC to listen.  

 

Question: Is this pocket recorder shipped from USA? 

Answer: I received my audio recorder in two days with shipping from the U.S.  

 

Question: How do you record and play on this pocket recorder ? We lost the manual and can't 

find the directions online anywhere. 

Answer:  Just plug pocket recorder into USB of PC. Then you can play the recording file and find 

out the directions file. 

 

Question: Does this mini voice recorder work with Window 10? 

Answer: Yes,Dictaphone can work with Window 10.  

 

Question: Is small recording device also can be a usb drive? 

Answer: YES, a digital audio recorder and USB flash drive 

 

Question: how do I charge the USB recorder? 

Answer: Hi dear, you can use the usb data cable to charge this USB voice recorder 

 

Question: How long does the battery of recorder last per use 

Answer: the battery of recorder will last for about 15 hours.  

 

Question: Would portable recorder save the recording if battery of recorder dies? 

Answer: Yes, sure. Mini recorder will auto to save when run out battery of recorder.  

 

Question: What is the battery of recorder life on this listening device? 

Answer: Dictaphone can take about 15 hours for full charging.  

  

 

Question: Is small recording device compatible for windows 10? 

Answer: Especially in cases of Windows 10 or Mac, please fully update chipset drivers 

attempting to use this listening device.  

 

Question: Is this mini recorder Mac compatible? 

Answer: In order to set the date and time you have to have access to a Windows computer. And 

if the battery of recorder ever runs down, you will have to set the date and time again (using a 

Windows computer).  

 

Question: If the battery of recorder life dies will the recording save automatically? 

Answer: The recorder has built in smart battery of recorder detection. Mini recorder will save 
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the recording automatically before battery of recorder exhausted .  

 

Question: Will this digital voice recorder work with Microsoft computers 

Answer: Recording device works with Windows  

 

Question: How many consecutive hours can digital audio recorder record without dying? 

Answer: Dictaphone can record around 15 hours after battery of recorder fully charged.  

 

Question: How do you know when USB voice recorder needs recharging? 

Answer: When the recorder is in low battery of recorder, the indicate there will have red light 

and blue light flash around 10 times. If red light and blue light flash around 20 times, it means 

memory is full, then you need to copy out the recorded files over your PC to save room for other 

recordings.  

 

Question: How long does audio recording device last 

Answer: This mini voice recorder can hold to 15 hours of recording after fully charged of 

1.5hours.  

 

Question: Will this record while i'm either holding it or it's just laying on a table? it doesn't have 

to be plugged into a pc to record, does it? 

Answer: It only has to be plugged in to charge or play the recording mini recorder will record 

while in your hand or laid down anywhere.  

 

Question: How do you recharge the lithium battery of recorder? 

Answer: Just leave the USB voice recorder plugged into a USB port on your computer for a while 

(3 hours).  

 

Question: Can I over write/record on this digital voice recorder? 

Answer: The digital voice recorder has 8GB internal memory. After fully charged, Dictaphone can 

hold 15 hours recording, while stores 150hrs of recording file. It could not over record. I suggest 

you could connect the PC and copy out the files to save more capacity for another recording. 

 

Question: Can i playback directly off the listening device? if my car has a usb connector can i play 

on my car audio system> 

Answer: You need to connect the mini voice recorder to your PC only to listen your recordings.  

 

Question: does this mini voice recorder work on windows? Also can i open the files in my cell 

phone? 

Answer: Yes, recording device works on Windows or Mac. And use the OTG connector to 

connect this mini voice recorder to cellphone and playback 

 

Question: does this mini voice recorder have a flashing light when recording ? 

Answer: When you turn on the voice activated recorder spy, red light falshes few seconds and 

red light turns off, and it starts recording. There is no red light flashing during whole recording 
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process.  

 

Question: If the battery of recorder life dies will the recording save automatically? 

Answer: Yes, if the battery of recorder exhaust, mini recorder will automatically save the 

recording file.  

 

Question: Can you save several recordings on this listening device or just one really long 

recording? 

Answer: We’ve only had this mini voice recorder for two weeks, and haven’t tried to upload any 

files yet, but it’s supposed to record multiple times according to the instructions.  

 

Question: Is this listening device voice activated? Is there a standby mode and will this digital 

voice recorder automatically start recording when it picks up sound? 

Answer: This mini voice recorder isn't voice activated.  

 

Question: Are there holes for attaching a string to this listening device? 

Answer: Yes, There is hole in the digital audio recorder 

 

Question: Will this digital voice recorder record if it is in my pocket? 

Answer: Dear customer Dictaphone can record in the pocket, but mini recorder will have rub 

noise background when you move.  

 

Question: How do I trim my recorded audios in recording device ? 

Answer: You plug recording device into your USB port on your computer and copy the audio files 

over, to do with as you please.  

 

Question: Will this digital audio recorder work when not connected to a laptop? 

Answer: you can start the recording and save the recording after fully charged. And then you 

could connect the digital audio recorder to your laptop to check your recordings there.  

 

Question: Can digital audio recorder be used as a spy recorder? 

Answer: yes, Dictaphone can. It's not the most advanced but does a reasonable job.  

 

Question: Does this mini voice recorder have voice activation or is it continuous recording? 

Answer: This mini recorder allows up to 15 h of continuous recording on a full charge.  

 

Question: Can this lecture recorder be worn on a lanyard or similarly around the neck? 

Answer: Yes. This lecture recorder has a lanyard hole that can be used for your purpose  

 

Question: How do you hear what you've recorded in the spy recorder voice activated? 

Answer: You have to plug the spy recorder voice activated into your computer via the USB cable 

provided and download the .wav file or files that you've recorded. But you have to stop the spy 

recorder voice activated before you can copy the files to your computer. Then you can play them 

back on your computer using Windows Media player. 
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Question: can you use it as use drive? i.e. copy files onto it. some other USB voice recorder allow 

it? 

Answer: Yes! You can store files on the internal memory of this USB recorder. 

 

Question: How Is this pocket recorder? Work well? 

Answer: Mine voice recorder works well. You can hear the recording clear.  

 

Question: Can I name my recording file inside voice recorder ? Time stamp? 

Answer: Yes, This voice recorder has time stamp function, you can see it clear when u connected 

to the computer.  

 

Question: Does this mini voice recorder auto-save files so I can record multiple times a day? 

Answer: Yes it does. Mini voice recorder voice activated can record multiple times as you like. 

 

Question: Can i upload my recording files from voice recorder to Mac? Plug in the usb port into 

the computer, easy to find the recording files? 

Answer: Yes, this voice recorder is compatible with Mac .just plug the usb to Mac and copy it to 

the Mac, won’t be a complicated operation.  

 

Question: How to delete the files in recording device? 

Answer: With power OFF, plug in the cable to your PC or Mac. Mini recorder will pop up as a 

removable disk. Select the files or folders you wish to delete and either right click and select 

Delete or drag to your computer’s recycling bin.  

 

Question: How long will this digital voice recorder record before need to be recharged? 

Answer: Battery of recorder Continuous Recording Time: about 15 hours.  

 

Question: Does audio recorder loop record? 

Answer: You can erase the memory of audio recorder and you will never have the memory full.  

 

Question: how do you use the voice activated function of recroder ? 

Answer: This mini voice recorder automatically start to record when a sound higher than 45db is 

detected by the microphone.  

 

Question: Can I use car charge for USB recroder? 

Answer: As long as you have standard USB port then you can charge Dictaphone.  

 

Question: How long USB recorder takes to get fully charged and how do we know its full?? 

Answer: Once you connect the mini voice recorder to a power supply (laptop, PC, charger) via 

the USB cables, the light will flash while charging. When the light stops blinking and remains lit, 

the voice activated recorder spy is fully charger. Usually it takes 1 hour.  

 

Question: Would portable recorder record 10 hours without stopping? 
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Answer: Yes. Records up to 15 hours on a fully charged battery of recorder. Be aware it is auto 

voice/sound activated at 45dB or more  

 

Question: does audio recorder store date and time of recording? 

Answer: The Mini Voice recorder store time and date stamped recordings, by using an 

executable file preset on the spy recorder voice activated to synchronize the data with the ones 

set on your computer.  

 

Question: Can you transfer audio recording files from recorder for lectures to a computer? 

Answer: Yes, you can. I didn’t’t like this because it isn’t truly sound activated and the battery of 

recorder didn’t’t last long  

 

Question: Does audio recorder make any any light goes on when the battery of recorder is going 

dead? 

Answer: Yes - a red light blinks when battery of recorder is low during recording  

 

Question: Is the battery of recorder life 15 hours of recording time or 15 hours without being 

recharged? 

Answer: as I understand the User Manual it is 15 hours from when switched on regardless of 

whether The USB recorder is recording or on standby awaiting voice/sound activation. 

Whichever, 15 hours is very good and it is fast recharge  

 

Question: Can I use car charger to charge Dictaphone? 

Answer: Yes, you can! You can use stand USB port to charge this Dictaphone. 

 

Question: Will this digital voice recorder record while plugged in for charging? 

Answer: Yes, it does. Digital voice recorder record while charging. You can also use a power bank 

for a portable solution.  

 

Question: What I can use to charge Dictaphone? 

Answer: Plug this USB recorder to computers UBS port  

 

Question: Can you reuse it after the mini audio recorder is full? 

Answer: Save the recordings if you need so and after that you can format The USB recorder to 

free the memory or delete the files from folder “Record”. If you need more info please contact 

customer support.  

 

Question: None of my recording devices record full sentences when on voice activated mode. Can 

you help me fix this problem? 

Answer: Hi! On voice recording mode every dictaphone voice recorder has a 1 or 2 seconds 

delay between when the sounds start and the microphone initializes the recording.  

 

Question: How is the date and time attached to the recording on this USB recorder?  

Answer: Connect the spy recorder voice activated to your computer and double click on the .exe 
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file in the directory. The time of The USB recorder will sync automatically with the time of your 

computer.  

 

Question: How do I know recording device works ? 

Answer: Push the ON/OFF button to “On” position, the recroder indicator light will change to 

red and blinking recording is in process;  

 

Question: Does this sound recorder come with a wristband?  

Answer: YES, This pocket recorder include wristband. 

 

Question: How many hours Dictaphone can be record for the battery of recorder? 

Answer: The battery of recorder can be used for 15 hours(maximum) after each fully charged, 

When it's fully charged, you just need to turn it on, Dictaphone can work up to 15 hours and 

automatically saves the recording before the battery of recorder die.  

 

Question: Is this pocket recorder voice activated or does audio recorder always record once on? 

Answer: If the surrounding environment is silent for a long time, the listening device will 

automatically enter the standby state, and then automatically activate after voice begin.  

 

Question: Is small recording device Voice Activated? 

Answer: this is a mini voice recorder, it just has one button,you just to open the 

button.Dictaphone can automatically save recording files before the recorder shut down, suitable 

for all kinds of people quick use the voice recorder.  

 

Question: How do I delete files in mini audio recorder ? 

Answer: Delete files on your computer. Click on the usb voice recorder flash drive, open the 

folder and delete the files there.  

 

Question: Do I have to save the recording before the battery of recorder dies or will this digital 

voice recorder save the recording automatically? 

Answer: Yes, Dictaphone can automatically save recording files before the digital audio recorder 

shut down, so don't worry about it.  

 

Question: I just got my voice recorder yesterday. I did charged it and when I turned it on, there 

was a red light then changed it to white, then disappeared. 

Answer: this is a normal situation, our voice recorder can be recorded while charging, when you 

open the recording, the charging red flashing light will be under the white light, so if you do not 

look carefully it is not easy to find. If you want to clearly see the red light flashing, you can turn 

off the rec… 

 

Question: Does this mini voice recorder need any special software to connect to my PC? 

Answer: No software is required. The USB recorder loads just like a flash drive. just plug this 

mini voice recorder into Windows USB port 
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Question: What's the battery of recorder standby time? If it’s not actively recording, would 

portable recorder still be limited to the 15 hours?? 

Answer: if you turn on the voice recorder ,mini recorder will automatically record any sound, 

unless you turn off the recorder,  

 

Question: Can you hear the recording, if you leave The USB recorder in your pocket? 

Conversations within 10-20 feet. 

Answer: This listening device has an amazing microphone, with good sensitivity in difficult 

environments. Best performance is if you use the wrist band. If you leave it in your pocket, the 

pickup might be diminished by rustling noise, as The USB recorder moves around. This is 

assuming that you mean a shirt pocket . . . pants or coat pocket wo… 

 

Question: How you listen to recordings? Do u have to hook USB recorder up somewhere? Or just 

listen to conversations directly 

Answer: About how to playback: It is very important to make sure the mini voice recorder is turn 

off when you want to read the file on your computer and play it. If you are windows system , 

please connect the mini voice recorder to your PC with micro USB cable, then find the folder 

named "RECORD", playback with player which support… 

 

Question: Can you attach Dictaphone voice recorder to a key chain for easy access? 

Answer: Yes,it have the hang rope hole,if you have a rope,you can attach Dictaphone voice 

recorder to a key chain.The mini size and only 8 gram allows you to covertly record anywhere 

without attracting any attention.Thanks for your question.  

 

Question: I need delete the files after every time record? Does audio recorder have 8GB of 

memory? 

Answer: Our mini recorder has 8GB of memory, Dictaphone can store up to 150 hours of 

recording, so if you record long time, I suggest you transfer the file to your computer for backup 

after each recording to prevent data loss. 

 

Question: Is small recording device good as a hidden device? does audio recorder produces 

noticeable sound or light while recording?? 

Answer: Very good recording device! Good sound!  

 

Question: Is small recording device open to anyone that can plug recording device into a 

computer? 

Answer: Audio files stored without encryption, anyone could listen.  

 

Question: Can digital audio recorder record while charging? 

Answer: Yes, Dictaphone can. 

 

Question: How do I delete voice recording it so recroder empty for the next recordings please? 

Answer: Treat it like a regular flash drive. When you plug recording device into the USB port, 

open up the 'Record' folder and delete the contents.  
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Question: Can digital audio recorder record multiple recordings one after another, and up to how 

many? 

Answer: Yes, you can definitely record multiple sequential recordings with this digital audio 

recorder, up to the memory of the 8 GB memory.  

 

Question: Is this pocket recorder voice activated on demand? Meaning will this digital voice 

recorder turn on when it hears voice, turn off when no voice and turn back on again? 

Answer: YES, This pocket recorder is voice activated.  

 

Question: Before using The USB recorder, do I need to charge Dictaphone's battery? how long it 

takes to be charged. I’d like to use it while lecturing in my class. thank you 

Answer: Before using the recording device, please charge 1-2 hours, fully charged, you can rest 

assured that use.  

 

Question: Will this digital voice recorder record without being plugged into anything? 

Answer: Yes mini recorder will. It just has to be charged. Work really well. Picked up sounds for 

across the room.  

 

Question: Can I transfers the recordings onto a laptop then delete it on this recorder for lectures 

to have another 15 hours of recording time? 

Answer: 8GB can store 150 hours. After recording for 15 hours, recroder needs to be charged.  

 

Question: What is the storage capacity for this mini voice recorder? i.e. what is the maximum 

number of hours of recorded info mini recorder will hold? 

Answer: 8GB of capacity, mini voice recorder can be recorded for 15 hours continuously.  

 

Question: Does this mini listening device have an on/off switch and standby mode? 

Answer: this listening device have an on/off switch. no standby mode.  

 

Question: If audio recorder voice activated runs out of charge while recording, will my recording 

be saved or not? 

Answer: Mini recorder will be saved. It is a brilliant piece of kit, really sensitive.  

 

Question: What is a recording file of recroder ? how do i find it on my pc 

Answer: If you attach the USB head and plug recording device to your PC you can click on the 

drive. Mine says "F Drive". Click on it and you will see your recorded files on "Record".  

 

Question: how do I listen to the voice activated Recorder? 

Answer: Mini recorder will connect to an android device then you can use the media player.  

 

Question: What is a recording file? how do i find it on my pc. i need the info for my new mini 

recorder 

Answer: It acts like a USB when attached to your PC. You have to first open the USB drive (Voice 
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recorder) after you plug recording device into your PC's USB drive outlet. The USB will be listed in 

the "yellow" file folder (for PC users) that lists all your PC and network drives.  

 

Question: Does audio recorder come in an 8 gb memory 

Answer: This is an 8GB Voice recorder  

 

Question: I bought audio recording device recently and would like to know about the battery of 

recorder life.  

Answer: Battery of recorder Working time: 15 hours  

 

Question: How to charge this voice recorder? 

Answer: Connect Dictaphone to USB Port. USB Port can then be connected to charger in outlet. 

The blue light begins to blink indicating that it is charging. I usually leave it to charge for about six 

hours.  

 

Question: Can I place this lecture recorder under a seat in the car and be able to hear a 

conversation ? 

Answer: I've used this lecture recorder, but only on a table-top... I would certainly suggest 

buying one - given the fact that they are not expensive.  

 

Question: what is maximum time mini recorder will record on voice activated mode? 

Answer: Once you start the recorder battery will last up to 15 hours, even if you set voice 

activated mode. This recording mode is useful for not having long time of empty records,  

 

Question: My grandsons new step mother needs to be recorded. Will this digital sound recorder 

still work if it’s in a pants pocket? 

Answer: The digital audio recorder is designed to record sounds 9ver 45dB in a range of 10 ft. 

Please test this for your situation before putting it to work. 

 

Question: Is anyone using this small recording device  with a mac computer? Does audio 

recorder work? 

Answer: The USB recorder can be recognized by mac computer with no problems. As the 

recording format of the voice activated recorder spy is .wav, so you will need a player which is 

compatible with .wav format. IOS or Windows system is not the issue, but player app or software 

is.  

 

Question: Can files in recording device be saved to a computer hard drive? 

Answer: This digital recorder is a waste don’t buy it  

 

Question: Does audio recorder have to be plugged to record 

Answer: When plugged, The USB recorder will be charged. No need to keep plugged when 

making recordings.  

 

Question: Can you attach Dictaphone voice recorder to a key chain for easy access? 
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Answer: Yes,you can.small Dictaphone allows you to covertly record anywhere.  

 

Question: Can you transfer the recording from recorder for lectures to your computer to keep 

them? 

Answer: Yes. You use the same usb that charges the portable digital recorder to transfer your 

files into the computer.  

 

Question: How can I connect Dictaphone voice recorder to computer to delete the WAV ? What 

type of cable to use to connect to laptop? 

Answer: HI, the voice recorder package has include the data cable, you can connect the cable to 

computer and delete.  

 

Question: Is the flash light on while recording? i don't like the stamp "usb disk recorder" on it cuz 

it reveals itself a recorder 

Answer: This USB recorder don’t flash during recording 

 

Question: Does audio recorder come with the OTG connector ? 

Answer: YES, the audio recorder package include OTG connector. 

 

Question: Are there any lights on this listening device? 

Answer: Digital voice recorder will flash on set up. Thereafter no lights or sound to alert anyone 

that they are being recorded.  

 

Question: how long will the battery of recorder last during recording? 

Answer: Battery of recorder Working time: 15 hours  

 

Question: How long will this digital voice recorder record on 1 single charge? 

Answer: Digital voice recorder has up to 15 hours working time.  

 

Question: Is this mini voice recorder rechargeable? 

Answer: Yes, it is. Plug this recorder into USB port to charge Dictaphone on your computer. Very 

good device. The range is excellent.  

 

Question: Is this pocket recorder voice activated? 

Answer: YES, This pocket recorder is voice activated. 

 

Question: For how long this listening device record, can digital audio recorder record a meeting of 

4 hours? 

Answer: mini voice recorder can record for 15 hours  

 

Question: U disk or voice recorder? 

Answer: Sound recorder has been built-in recording and U disk function. 

 

Question: 
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Where does this digital sound recorder ship from? 

Answer: 

this audio recorder is in amazon warehouse, in USA  

 

More question please Google search imusicat or contact us through 

Facebook massager 
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Other imusicat Products Manual: 

Miracast Dongle for TV Project User Guide 

https://images-na.ssl-images-amazon.com/images/I/91yQIQtSVQL.pdf 

 

Miracast Dongle for TV Project ‘step by step’ installation Manual 

https://images-na.ssl-images-amazon.com/images/I/B1KJRGerWBS.pdf 

 

Silicone Stretch Lids Instalid Insta Certificate Of Compliance  

https://images-na.ssl-images-amazon.com/images/I/811DfD3877L.pdf 

 

Silicone Stretch Lids Instalid Insta User Guide 

https://images-na.ssl-images-amazon.com/images/I/91wSaUgr+EL.pdf 

 

Baby Pet Gates Extra Wide Manual Guide 

https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/024dd4_d471fe2d4f3f400485679bc236416655.pdf 

http://home.iflashjump.com/ebook/Baby%20Pet%20Gate%20User%20Guide.pdf 

 

Bluetooth Headphones Wireless Headset User Guide 

http://home.iflashjump.com/ebook/Bluetooth%20headphones%20wireless%20User%20M

anual.pdf 

 

Miracast Dongle for TV User Guide 

http://home.iflashjump.com/ebook/User%20Guide%20of%20Miracast%20Dongle.pdf 

 

Silicone Stretch Lids Instalids User Guide 

http://home.iflashjump.com/ebook/Silicone%20Stretch%20Lid%20User%20Guide.pdf 
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More Products of imusicat please refer to the following URL: 

Imusicat amazon storefront 

https://www.amazon.com/s?me=A1MBLCJ7B412W6&merchant=A1MBLCJ7B412W6&qid=15349

00598 

 

Baby Pet Gate Extra Wide 

https://www.amazon.com/Baby-Pet-Gates-Extra-Wide/dp/B07G82R9F6 

 

Baby Diaper Caddy Organizer Tote 

https://www.amazon.com/baby-diaper-caddy-registry-shower/dp/B07GBWXV3Z 

 

Silicone Stretch Lids Instalids Insta 

https://www.amazon.com/Instalids-Insta-Lids-Silicone-Stretch/dp/B07DLNYLMK 

 

Miracast Dongle for TV Projector 

https://www.amazon.com/Miracast-Dongle-Airplay-Adapter-TV/dp/B07D7RZLM5 

 

Bluetooth Headphones Wireless Headset Earbuds 

https://www.amazon.com/bluetooth-headphones-wireless-headset-earbuds/dp/B07D8RJ4BW 

 

Digital Voice Audio Recorder - Voice Activated Recorder 

https://www.amazon.com/Digital-Voice-Audio-Recorder-Dictaphone/dp/B07KG386QG 

 

imusicat brand on Amazon 

https://www.amazon.com/sp?_encoding=UTF8&asin=&isAmazonFulfilled=1&isCBA=&marketplac

eID=ATVPDKIKX0DER&orderID=&seller=A1MBLCJ7B412W6&tab=&vasStoreID= 

 

Website: www.imusicat.com 

Facebook: www.facebook.com/imusicat 

Service contact: service@imusicat.com 
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